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Let a(KG) denote the modular representation ring of a finite group G over 
a modular field K of characteristic p, where p presumably divides [G : l]. In 
[3] Green initiated the investigation of a(KG) by proving that, for a cyclic 
group G, C @ a(KG) is semisimple, or, equivalently, that a(KG) has no 
nilpotent elements. Additional theorems were later established in [4], [I] and 
[7]. In this paper, we show that the question of determining nilpotency in 
a(KG) can be reduced to a similar question on a(KH), for a class of subgroups 
H of G. To be precise we prove the following result2: 
THEOREM. Let G be a jinite group, and let 0 be the collection of subgroups 
H C G with the following property: 
(*) A Sylow p-subgroup H (p) of H i.7 normal in H, and 
H/H(p) is cyclic. 
Suppose, for every H in @, a(KH) has no nilpotent elements. Then a(KG) is free 
of nilpotent elements. 
The proof of the theore m is based on application of the techniques in [5], 
[S] and of Green’s transfer theorem in [4]. Our result shows, in particular, 
that O’Reilly’s paper [7] is already implied by his earlier work [6]. 
First let us set up some notations. As in the introduction, a(KG) = a(G) 
denotes Green’s modular representation ring [3], i.e., the free Abelian group 
generated by isomorphism classes of (finite K-dimensionsl) indecomposable 
1 “Nilpotent” means “nonzero nilpotent”. 
2 After the present paper is submitted, the author learned that S. B. Conlon has 
also established results of the same genre. His proofs are, however, based on a different 
set of techniques. 
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KG-modules, equipped with the ring structure induced by the tensor product. 
GO(KG) will, as is customary, denote the Grothendieck ring of all (finite 
K-dimensional) KG-modules, i.e., GO(KG) is the quotient of a(KG) by the 
ideal generated by [M] - [M’] - [M”] where 0 + M’ + M--f M” + 0 is 
an exact sequence of KG-modules. Let D be a subgroup of G. We write 
a(G, D) for the subgroup of a(G) generated by [Ml, where M runs through 
the set of KG-indecomposable modules which are D-projective, in the sense 
of Green ([2], Section 2). a(G, D) is easily seen to be an ideal of a(G). Follow- 
ing Green [4], we also introduce a’(G, D), the subgroup of u(G, D) spanned 
by the D/-projective module classes where D’ is allowed to be any subgroup 
properly contained in D under a conjugation. This is also an ideal in a(G). 
We then write w(G, D) = a(G, D)/u’(G, D). 
Next let D be a fixed normal subgroup of G. For a subgroup H 2 D, we 
write i H : H C G for the inclusion map of H into G. For such 
a group homomorphism iR we can define a ring homomorphism 
is : GO(K[G/D]) + GO(K[H/D] by viewing a K[G/D]-module as a K[H/D]- 
module, and we can also define a group homomorphism 
i: : GO(K[H/D]) -+ GO(K[G/D]) by sending [M] in GO(K[H/D]) to 
1 in Go (K [$-]I. 
Now let Q be the collection of subgroups H 2 D for which H/D is cyclic. 
Write GQo(KIG/D]) for the sum of the images of 
i$ : GO(K[H/D]) + GO(K[G/D]) 
where iH : H C G and H runs through the family 9. Then, according to 
[8], Corollary 4.2. we have 
LEMMA 1. [G : D] * GO(K[G/D]) C G;(K[G/D]). 
This means that there exist HI , H, ,..., H, in the family Q, and 
xj E GO(K[HJD]), and integers ~~(1 < j < m), such that 
[G : D] * 1 = 2 ujiT(xj) 
1 
where 1 denotes the class of the trivial G/D-module in GO(K[G/D]). 
Let us now investigate the groups u(H, D). For the inclusion iw : H C G, 
the map 12 : a(G, D) -+ u(H, D) given by viewing a KG-module M as 
a KH-module is well defined. For, suppose M is KG-indecomposable and 
D-projective. Write V = V(M) for the vertex of M. We can then assume 
that VCD. LetM=M,@***@M,b e a Krull-Schmidt decomposition 
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of M as KH-module, and let Vi be the vertex of A& . Then, according to 
[2], Theorem 6, Vi is contained in V up to a conjugacy in G and thus Mi is 
V-projective and hence D-projective. Note that the map 1; is multiplicative, 
i.e., I~(x * y) = I;(x) I;(y) for X, y  in a(G, D). For the same morphism 
iH : H C G we can define an induction map I$ : a(H, D) -+ a(G, D) by 
[M] H [KG (5JKH M]. To see that this is well defined, suppose C is a KD- 
module such that (for some M’) M @ M’ E KH oK1) C in the category of 
KH-modules. Then 
and this shows that KG gKH M is D-projective. 
Thus H H a(H, D) is a contravariant functor in the variable H carrying an 
“induction structure”. We now proceed to make a(H, D) into a GO(K[H/D])- 
module. Given a K[H/D]-module M, we can view M as a KH-module via 
the natural projection H -+ HID. This KH-module is denoted by i@. For 
the same M, and a KH-module S which is D-projective, we seek to define 
[Ml * [Sl = [a OK 81, w h ere iI?i Ba S is viewed as KH-module by the 
diagonal action. First of all, since a(H, D) is an ideal in a(H), [&f mK5’] 
represents an element in a(H, 0). Secondly if 0 -j M’ + M + M” + 0 is 
an exact sequence of K[H/D]-modules, then 0 -+ i@’ -+ n’r + A?l” + 0 is an 
exact sequence of KH-modules which is D-split, because the actions of 
D on ii?‘, A? and ii? are trivial actions. Since 5’ is D-projective, we conclude, 
by definition, that 
is a split exact sequence of KH-modules, so 
[AZ’@ S] = [AT’ @ S] + [A?’ @ S] in a(H, D), 
and our action is well defined. Now the four maps is, iz , Is and If together 
satisfy certain identities which correspond to the Frobenius reciprocity law 
in classical representation theory. We record now the one identity which we 
are going to exploit3. This says: 
where x E GO(K[H/D]), y  E a(G, D), and iH : H C G. Using this we can now 
prove: 
3 For derivation and discussion of this formula, see [a, Corollary 5.1, or [A. 
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LEMMA 2. Let aQ(G, D) be the intersection of the kernels of all maps 
Ii : a(G, D) -+ a(H, D) where iH : H c G and H runs through the family Q. 
Then ao(G, D) = 0. 
Proof. Take y  E aJ”(G, D). By the remark following Lemma 1, we can 
write [G : D] 1 = C;” a&T(q), where Hi EQ and xj E GO(K[H,/D]). Then 
[G : D] y  = [G : D] 1 *y = f  uji?(xj) .y = f  uj13(xj a Ij$y)). 
1 1 
But y  E ao(G, D) implies that 1$Jy) = 0 for every j. Hence [G : D] y  = 0 
and so y  = 0 since a(G, D) is free. 
COROLLARY. If a(H, D) has no nilpotent elements for any H of the family B, 
then a(G, D) has no nilpotent elements. 
Proof. Suppose xn = 0, x E a(G, D). Take any iH : H C G where HE Q. 
Then 0 = Is(P) = Is(x)“. S ince a(H, D) is free of nilpotent elements, 
II”;(x) = 0. Thus x E ao(G, D) and so by Lemma 2, x = 0. Q.E.D. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result: 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group and let @ be the collection of subgroups 
H C G with the following property: 
(*) A Sylow p-subgroup H(p) of H is normal in H, and 
H/H@) is cyclic. 
Suppose, for every H in @, a(H) has no nilpotent elements. Then a(G) is free of 
nilpotent elements. 
Proof. We establish the theorem by induction on the order of G. If  G is 
the trivial group, there is of course no problem. Suppose now that the 
theorem is known for groups of order less than n = [G : l] > 1. To see that 
a(G) has no nilpotent elements, it suffices, by Green’s transfer theorem 
([4], Theorem 3; also [I], Theorem 2) to prove that w(No(D), D) is free of 
nilpotent elements, for any p-subgroup D of G. We distinguish the following 
two cases: 
(1) No(D) 5 G. Write G’ = No(D). By assumption, for any H C G 
with property (*), a(H) has no nilpotent elements. Since [G’: l] < n = [G: 11, 
our inductive hypothesis applies, so a(G’) and a fortiori a(G’, D) have no 
nilpotent elements. Now by a theorem of Conlon ([I], Theorem 2(b)), 
C @ w(G’, D) is isomorphic (canonically) to a direct summand of 
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C @ a(G’, D). It is clear, then, that w(G’, 0) = w(N,(D), D) has no nil- 
potent elements, as desired. 
(2) N,(D) = G, i.e., D is normal in G. As in (l), it suffices to see that 
a(G, D) is free of nilpotent elements. By the corollary to Lemma 2, we can 
show instead that a(H, D) has no nilpotent elements for any H > D with 
H/D cyclic. Let H(p) be a Sylow p-subgroup of H. Then D C H(p) _C H and, 
since H/D is cyclic, we know that H(p) is normal in H, and that H/H(*) is 
cyclic. Thus H E @ and by hypothesis a(H) is free of nilpotent elements. The 
same is therefore true of a(H, D), which is what we want. 
COROLLARY. (Theorem of O’Reilly [7]). If G is a finite group such that a 
Sylow p-subgroup G’p’ of G is cyclic, then a(G) has no nilpotent elements. 
Proof. By the theorem, it suffices to handle subgroups HE @. But HE @ 
in this context means that H is metacyclic. By [6], a(H) has no nilpotent 
elements. Q.E.D. 
This avoids the hard calculations of [7]. 
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